SPECIAL WARFARE BOAT OPERATOR (SB) RATING - the contents of MILPERSMAN 1220-090 have been incorporated into this article. The combined articles improves the efficiency within the community as well as updating the information for the community.

- Updated references
- Para 2, updated the rating description
- Para 4, updated the rating designation and who has the authority to wear the insignia
- Subpara 6f, Per MILPERSMAN 1306-618, updated the ASVAB requirements for SB candidates
- Paras 8, 9 and 10, clarified the steps and the screening requirements for Service members who elects to convert over to the SB rating
- Throughout the article, updated the career path and the training pipeline for prospective and current SB Sailors
- Removed exhibit 1
- This article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety
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